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 Capcom is pleased to announce that its investor relations site was awarded first place on Gomez 
Consulting Co., Ltd’s “Investor Relations Site Ranking”. 

 
The “Investor Relations Site Ranking” determines the ranking of web sites from among 3,834 publicly 

listed companies in Japan based on the four categories of “web site ease-of-use”, “depth of corporate 
finances/financial statement information”, “depth of organization/strategy information” and “detailed 
disclosure of other relevant information”. Gomez Consulting has a highly regarded reputation for its ability 
to analyze web sites and provide valuable insights as well as offer consulting services. 

 
Capcom firmly believes in its responsibility as a publicly traded company to disclose relevant 

information in a timely manner to shareholders and investors. This is also vital to corporate governance 
and Capcom has always striven to uphold strict disclosure standards.  

 
Capcom’s goal is to create an investor relations web site that gives investors 

and other visitors a complete and well-balanced understanding of the company’s 
activities and objectives. Numbers, graphs and explanations are used to present 
information about the company’s markets, business activities and other aspects of 
operations. In addition, the web site features many components that give visitors 
more insights into Capcom’s activities. For example, visitors to the web site can 

listen to interviews with game developers, who are the 
nucleus of Capcom’s competitive edge, and watch excerpts 
of hit games from previous years.  

 
The web site also presents information from sources other than Capcom. Visitors can see information on 

the consensus of analyst opinions, how analysts evaluate Capcom and other information. By supplying a 
variety of information from objective sources, Capcom allows investors to view information about its 
operations and performance from many perspectives. This was a key reason for the number-one ranking of 
Capcom’s investor relations web site among the sites of all publicly owned companies in Japan. 

 
Capcom continues to focus on establishing responsible investor relation practices and procedures to 

promote timely disclosure in order to improve investor relations and to maintain a high level of 
transparency in its business practices as a listed company.  

 

 



【【【【 Investor Relations Site Ranking in 2009 】】】】 

■TOP10 
1    CAPCOM Co., Ltd.（（（（9697）））） 
1 NTT DoCoMo, Inc. (9437） 

3 FUJIFILM Holdings Corporation（4901） 
3 TOSHIBA CORPORATION（6502） 
5 KDDI CORPORATION (9433) 
6 MITSUI & CO., LTD.（8031） 
7 SOFTBANK CORP. (9984) 
8 Minebea Co., Ltd. (6479) 
9 TDK CORPORATION（6762） 

10  DAIICHI SANKYO COMPANY, LIMITED （4568） 
10  Benesse Corporation（9783） 
10  Fuji Heavy Industries Ltd.（7270） 
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